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Map of estimated probability of population movement
within and between European countries in early
February 2020, built using smartphone data. Further
details are available in Ruktanonchai et al:
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/369/6510/1465.
Credit: WorldPop

With the advent of winter and the emergence of a
new variant of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, cases of
COVID-19 have been rising sharply in many
countries and governments are scrambling to keep
up. As vaccines slowly roll out around the
continent, governments are introducing lockdowns,
curfews and border closures to try to keep cases
under control. 

Since the pandemic began, governments have
struggled to strike an effective balance between
restoring economic activity and preventing large
outbreaks of COVID-19. 

For affected countries, the difference between the
widespread community transmission that we are

seeing now, and more localized outbreaks such as
those we saw in summer, will depend on both
controlling local transmission and preventing cases
being imported to places with lower rates of
COVID-19. 

This becomes especially important when different
countries reduce mobility to different degrees in
response to the pandemic. 

Not all "lockdowns" are the same and, as European
countries move in and out of periods with increased
restrictions, travel from nearby areas can threaten
to quickly reverse any progress in reducing
COVID-19 cases. The virus does not respect
national borders. 

Instead, our research shows that coordinating
restrictions across countries is a much more
effective way of controlling the spread of 
coronavirus. 

Tracking outbreaks with real-time data

For strongly connected areas, such as the
countries of Europe or the states of the US,
preventing outbreaks means working out where
new cases are most likely to come from, and
whether border restrictions and social distancing
measures can be coordinated with neighbors.

Knowing this is difficult, particularly in a rapidly
changing situation such as the COVID-19
pandemic. Community response to the pandemic
and continuing control efforts mean travel patterns
can change dramatically based on perceived risk
and local interventions, and these must be
accounted for when quantifying potential outbreak
risk and the lifting of restrictions. 

With increasing numbers of us carrying
smartphones, anonymised and aggregated location
history data from them mean that scientists can
begin to address such issues in near real-time. We
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https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-55538937
https://www.france24.com/en/europe/20210101-france-tightens-COVID-19-curfew-in-worst-affected-areas
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/borders-and-visas/schengen/reintroduction-border-control_en
https://www.worldpop.org/COVID19
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/coronavirus/


 

can use this information to predict where outbreaks
are likely to spread next, how much people have
reduced their travel, and where super-spreading
events may occur.  

Paired with simulations of COVID-19 transmission,
our research group used this information from the
first wave to simulate hypothetical COVID-19
control scenarios. In Europe, these simulations
unveiled a patchy network of potential disease
spread, with some countries and regions spreading
cases much more quickly than others. 

If an outbreak started in large, highly connected
countries such as Germany or France, our
simulations predicted that cases would rapidly rise
in all countries across Europe. 

However, if it began in a less-connected region,
such as parts of Norway or Iceland, transmission to
the rest of the continent takes months
longer—valuable time that can be used to prepare
for the coming wave, including surveillance for new
variants, expanding testing and contact-tracing
measures.

Crucially, these complex patterns of regional
interconnectedness also provide opportunities for
COVID-19 control. If groups of countries coordinate
and collectively get cases to very low levels at the
same time, lifting restrictions is much less likely to
lead to new, widespread outbreaks. 

On the other hand, if community transmission
persists in a small group of countries, cases can
spread to others as soon as restrictions are lifted,
quickly causing a resurgence of disease. 

This is all the more pressing given reports that a 
new variant of SARS-CoV-2, first detected in the
UK, is more transmissible than its predecessors. 

Preventing future waves

While our research was focused on Europe, the
results can inform decision making across scales
and across geographies. When interconnected
communities experience a rise in COVID-19 cases,
interventions should ideally be coordinated in both
implementation and relaxation, whether at the

regional, state or national level.

Doing this will prevent persistent pockets of
transmission that could lead to resurgence
elsewhere, whether these areas are cities,
provinces or countries. 

Keeping this coordination in mind will be essential
to stopping the ongoing waves we are seeing
around the world, and preventing future ones
before they start. 

This article is republished from The Conversation
under a Creative Commons license. Read the 
original article.
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https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/23/eabc0764
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/369/6510/1465
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/369/6510/1465
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/outbreak/
https://virological.org/t/preliminary-genomic-characterisation-of-an-emergent-SARS-cov-2-lineage-in-the-uk-defined-by-a-novel-set-of-spike-mutations/563
https://theconversation.com
https://theconversation.com/coronavirus-variant-europe-needs-to-coordinate-lockdowns-now-to-control-it-143645
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